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Linear Regression - Using Team PER to 
Predict Playoff Teams
▸ Player Efficiency Rating (PER) is a widely available metric originally calculated by 

John Hollinger.  It is a metric used to rate players with a single number such that 
the league average is 15.

▸ We create a new metric called Team Player Efficiency Rating (Team PER) which is 
a weighted average of PER for the 12 most active players for each NBA team. 

▸ This player-centric metric accounts for many variables such as...
▹ A single player’s contribution to his team
▹ The effect of “all-star” players
▹ Roster changes due to injury, mid-season trades, or coaching decisions

▸ We compare this metric to win ratio (simply the ratio of each teams wins and 
losses in a regular season) in order to measure its effectiveness. 

▸ In the following slides Team PER is used to predict which teams will make the 
NBA playoffs for the 2011-12 through 2016-17 seasons, boasting 100% accuracy in 
predicting the top 4 seeded teams in each conference and 89% accuracy overall.

Where MP = minutes played 
in a season









Markov Chain Monte Carlo
▸ Distribution sampling method involving simulating the construction of 

a Markov chain
▹ Equilibrium distribution of the simulated Markov chain is the 

desired distribution

▸ Applications towards sports: estimating the probability of a particular 
team being the “top team” in a given set (playoff teams)
▹ NBA, MLB, and NFL
▹ Probabilistic rankings

▸ Markov chain: each state represents the current belief as to which 
team in a particular playoffs is the actual “top team”
▹ State transition probabilities: comparing the current “top team” 

against a randomly chosen “check team”
▹ Head-to-head scoring differential



Results: NBA

Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_NBA_Playoffs Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/2015_NBA_Playoffs



Results: MLB and NFL

Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/2016-17_NFL_playoffs

Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Major_League_Baseball_season



Discussion 
Regular Season as Indicator of Playoff Success
● NBA 

○ 82 game regular season: 30 teams and 15 make playoffs
■ Over past five years, top seed average record was .807 and bottom seed 

was .482
○ Seven game series and least stochastic playoff results 

■ Average of 100 possessions per team 
■ Steady accumulation of points over game 

● MLB 
○ 162 game regular season: 30 teams and 10 make playoffs

■ Over past five years, top seed average record was .611 and bottom seed was 
.542

○ Seven game series but each individual game is a very stochastic result 
■ Average of 34 at bats per team 
■ Number of runs close to a random walk
■ Greater variance game to game because scoring comes in bunches

● NFL
○ 16 game regular season: 32 teams and 12 make playoffs

■ Over past five years, top seed average record was .8375 and bottom seed 
was .5375

○ One game matchups each round of playoffs
■ Average of 12 possessions per team
■ Big play potential  

● Conclusion -  NBA produces postseason champions most aligned with regular season 
performance



Source: Harvard Sports Analysis: Undeserving Champions: Examining Variance in the Postseason

Pythagorean Expectation

Simple Rating System

Quality of Champions Across Sports

Compares runs/goals/points to 
league average for the season, while 
taking into account a team’s strength 
of schedule
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Appendix: MCMC Results I
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